HISPANIC NEW YORK FILM & VIDEO FEST

Curated by Frances Negron-Muntaner and Claudio Ivan Remeseira
Co-sponsored by LASA, Columbia U. and the Mexican Cultural Institute of New York
Co-organized by Instituto Cervantes, Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race (CSER), and the Hispanic New York Project, With the support of the New York State Council on the Arts (NYSCA)

*OPENING NIGHT
October 12 (WED), 6pm

Subterraneos
Screening Location:
Instituto Cervantes
211 E.49th St. (b/t 2nd and 3rd), New York, NY

Five musical groups from south-center Mexico survive playing Norteña music in the subways of New York. (Photographs by Antonio Martinez)

Q&A Guest: Gaspar Orozco (Director at Mexican Cultural Institute) and Karina Escamilla

* Live performance by "Fuerza Norteña" after the screening (With the support of The Mexican Cultural Institute of New York.)

October 13 (THU), 6pm

Dirt
Screening Location:
Casa Hispánica, Columbia University
612 W. 116th Street, New York, NY

Under the constant fear of deportation, an undocumented immigrant from El Salvador works as a housemaid in New York City.

Director: Nancy Savoca (2003)
Q&A Guest: Jerry Carlson and Nancy Savoca

Los Que Se Quedan (Those Who Remain)
Screening Location:
Casa Hispánica, Columbia University
612 W. 116th Street, New York, NY

An emotional encounter back home with relatives of those who have crossed the U.S. Mexico border in search of better opportunities. Los Que Se Quedan is an award winning documentary with funding from Fundación BBVA Bancomer.

Directors:
Carlos Hagerman and Juan Carlos Rufio (2009)
Q&A Guest: Vilma Vale-Brennan (Producer of the US Road Show)

October 19 (WED), 6pm

Recordando el Mamoncillo (Remembering Mamoncillo)
Screening Location:
Instituto Cervantes
211 E.49th St. (b/t 2nd and 3rd), New York, NY

Every second Sunday of July for over 30 years, lovers of Cuban music meet in Queens for a very special festival.

Director: Pamela Sporn (2006)
Q&A Guest: Pamela Sporn

Also check out the special screening event of El Espiritu De La Salsa (The Spirit of Salsa) at Instituto Cervantes, as part of the Hispanic New York Music and Film series.

Director: Francisco Bello and Tim Sternberg
Q&A Guest: Francisco Bello.